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We are a producer organisation and we have put together the best farms in the
Piana del Sele. Our crops are immersed in those fertile hills, halfway between the
Amalfi and Cilento coasts, on a surface of over 400 hectares. We are specialised in
the production of baby leaf.



AlfonsoAltamura, President, OP Altamura.

O.P. Altamura was created with the aim of get
strong the farmers field of leafy vegetable on
the Piana del Sele, creating a model that, thanks
to our twenty years of experience in the
production and marketing of baby leaves, can
give widespread development and professional
growth of all participating producers



We have been taking care of the growth of our leafy
vegetables for three generations. We produce over 50
varieties of baby leaves with the integrated defence
method that safeguards man and the environment. 20% of
our fields are used solely for organic farming production.
We combine the power of nature with the latest
technologies to conserve the raw materials we distribute in
over 28 countries worldwide: products for industry and
medium and large-scale distribution. Our goal is to keep
the leaves fresh and natural from the field to the table.



We sow quality,
we harvest goodness
We are ploughing the furrow
for a new kind of farming

We plant only the best seeds in order to obtain high quality
leaf crops. We work with computer systems of the latest
generation, sprays that spray our water on the seedlings
until they are picked by the electric harvester. We work
with 80 tons of raw material per day on 5 production lines,
with the latest machinery housed in 2 plants. We monitor
the crops by performing constant checks with optical
selectors during the processing and packaging process to
rule out the presence of foreign bodies. We keep the cold
chain constant, with temperatures between 2° C and 5° C in
all phases of the production cycle, to preserve the quality of
raw products.



We protect our crops with the
precautions and care
necessary to safeguard the
rhythms of nature. We use
latest generation production
systems to process the raw
materials within few hours of
harvesting and deliver them
throughout Europe. The most
modern technologies to
preserve quality. We follow the
seasons and take care of the
land to bring only the best to
your table.



We preserve the generosity
of our land in different
packaging solutions
To ensure each range is conserved
at its best, we use different methods
of packaging depending on the 
destination of our leaves. The right 
means for the best taste.



Foglia	Sublime
Convetional
Flow	pack
80gr,	100gr,	125gr



Autentica	
Organic
Flow	pack
80gr,	100gr,	125gr



Selezione	Oro
Convetional
Flow	pack
80gr,	100gr,	125gr



www.opaltamura.com


